We consider the leading order result for polarized leptoproduction, putting emphasis on transverse momentum dependent effects appearing in azimuthal asymmetries.
Introduction
For the study of azimuthal distributions of hadrons produced in deep inelastic lepton-hadron scattering, the transverse momenta of quarks with respect to the hadron in the quark distribution functions (DF's) and in the quark fragmentation functions (FF's) play an important role, even in leading order in l/Q where Q2 = -4' is the momentum transfer squared. Omitting details that can be found in [ 1, 2] and restricting ourselves to leading order in l/Q, the six DF's needed to describe the quark density matrix in a nucleon depend on x and pr which parametrize (the relevant part of) the quark momentum p, in a nucleon with momentum P, p = x P + pr. The subscript T refers to transverse with respect to the momenta of target hadron (P) and produced hadron (Ph) . For a polarized nucleon the spin vector is written as S = A P/M + S,, satisfying A2 -q = 1. Then, the probability Pi( x, p,"), the longitudinal spin distribution A(j") 4 (x,pr), and the transverse spin distributions sp' '( x, pr), of the quark in a polarized nucleon are given by
(1)
(3)
In inclusive processes one only encounters p,-integrated results. Integrating the lefthandside over pr one finds on the righthandside x-dependent distribution functions,
where we have straightforwardly p,-integrated functions and ( -p,2/2M*> -weighted functions indicated with superscript ( 1) .
f"'w = Jd'pr (2) f(x,p,2).
The function fl(x> is the familiar quark distribution function, also often denoted as q(x), g:(x) and h;(x) are the longitudinal and transverse spin quark distribution functions, also often denoted as Aq( x) and Arq( x). Two other (-pz/M*)-weighted functions appear in the single @r/M)-weighted results for polarized quarks,
In the analysis of the current jet in hadroproduction one encounters at leading order fragmentation functions depending on z and Phi -the hadron transverse momenta with respect to the quark momenta, which describe the decay of a quark with momentum k into a hadron with momentum Ph = z k + Phi. This is equivalent to a quark with momentum k = Ph/z + k, producing a hadron with momentum Ph provided its transverse momentum is given by k, = -Ph&.
For the case that no polarization in the final state is measured one has quark fragmentation functions, defined via the quark decay function
where s?"~ is the transverse polarization of the fragmenting quark. The second fragmentation function allowing the possibility of a correlation between the produced hadron transverse momentum and the transverse polarization of fragmenting quark is nonzero because of non-applicability of time reversal invariance in a decay process [3] [4] [5] 2] . This specific function was first discussed by Collins [ 61. Upon k,-integration
The function 0; (z) is the familiar fragmentation function, normalized through the momentum sum rule
Ch Jdz zD;-?z) = 1.
One of the reasons to consider transverse momentum dependent distribution and fragmentation function is their appearance in measurements of azimuthal asymmetries in Drell-Yan scattering, l-particle inclusive leptoproduction, or in jet analysis in efe-annihilation. On the theoretical side there is the relation of transverse momentum dependent functions and higher twist functions as discussed in Ref. [2] . We mention particularly the relations with the twist-three quark distributions g; and hz,
The first distribution appears in the structure function gq measured in inclusive deep inelastic scattering, while the latter appear for instance in Drell-Yan asymmetries [ 71. The first relation was discussed earlier in a slightly different framework in Ref.
[ 81.
The polarized semi-inclusive cross section
The cross section for l-particle inclusive deep inelastic scattering is given by
where the scaling variables are defined as x = Q2/2P . q, y = P . q/P. 1 (1 is a momentum of incoming lepton) and z = P . Ph/P . q. We have not bothered to introduce different notations for the momentum fractions n and z used in the previous section and the scaling variables as they will be identified in the leading order calculation.
The transverse space (e.g. Phi) is defined with respect to the momenta P and q. The azimuthal angles are angles in the transverse space giving the orientation of the lepton plane ( +e) and the orientation of the hadron plane ( c$; = @h -c$~) or spin vector ( c$: = & -J> with respect to the lepton plane. The angles all are defined around the z-axis defined by the momenta P and q. The quantity L,, is the well-known lepton tensor, while the hadronic tensor is given by
At leading order the calculation only involves the DF's and RF's discussed in the previous section, and each quark (and antiquark) contributes 
Performing the contraction this leads to the cross section as shown first in [9] with the following terms (i>
Q2y 4 eqgq3
Now let us consider the differential cross section for one quark flavour, a4 , integrated with different weights depending on the final hadron transverse momenta and the direction of the nucleon transverse polarization with respect to virtual photon direction, wi (Phi, $) :
Taking into account that ) ,$) (...} and that odd powers of ki, kz and p,! , p,' give zero contribution to Zi, we find cross sections involving the transverse momentum-integrate distribution and fragmentation functions The surviving terms upon integration are
Note that the first term is propo~ional to the lepton pol~i~t~on, while the second is not. One can also see that integrating over 4: (which is equivalent to integration over #') the second term 0; sin 24: in the above result vanishes and we get the result of our previous paper (Ref.
[ lo] ).
%(phl,$) = (f$~ + p&$)/z = (Iph_Lj/Z) sin(& +#,).
The surviving contributions are
As in the previous case the second term is independent of the lepton polarization and appears due to the Collins single spin asymmetry. 
Approximations
In Ref.
[ 101 we investigated g,, (1)q by employing the relation with gr (Eq. ( 14)) and the approximation of the latter by the Wandzura-Wilczek part determined by the polarized quark distribution function gy. This led to (26)
Here we want to follow a similar route and use the relation between hfL(')q and h: (Eq. (15)) and the separation of the latter in interaction-independent and interaction-dependent parts [ 21, hyL(x> = ; hf,(')"+ ; gy + hi.
(27)
Omitting the interaction-dependent term hz and the quark mass term and using Eq. (15) Next, let us turn to the estimate of Hf(')' (z ) . Collins [ 61 suggested the following parametrization for the analyzing power in transversely polarized quark fragmentation (31) where MC N 0.3-1.0 GeV is a typical hadronic mass. This parametrization exhibits the kinematic zero when kr = 0, the leading twist asymmetry when kT = O(M), and the higher twist asymmetry when kT > M. Now, assuming a Gaussian parametrization for the unpolarized fragmentation function
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Numerical results
We will consider production of &-mesons on the proton target. In order to get an order of magnitude estimate we note that the cross section is given predominantly by scattering on the u-quark. Consider the target longitudinal spin asymmetry defined as A(x,y,z 
where +( -) denotes target positive (negative) longitudinal polarization. Using Ii and 14 we see that for both polarized and unpolarized lepton this asymmetry is given by
lf (1 -VP .fy(x)qYz) .
Note, that this expression is valid for unpolarized as well as for polarized lepton beam. For polarized leptons one can consider also the asymmetry defined as
where the first (second) superscript of dc denotes lepton (target) polarization, leading to
With the approximation for halt)" and using the ratio x s,' dy y /fr (x) as calculated in [ lo] (see Fig. 3  there) , which reaches a maximal value of 0.08 at x 2~ 0.5, we obtain for small y-values and moderate z-values A(x~~00.5,y~O.l,~ ~0.3;A) N (0.04-0.12) A.
The asymmetry AI is related to A,
The ratio &(x)/f:(x) is presented in Fig. 1 
where 7 (I) denotes target up (down) transverse polarization. Using It and 1s we see that for both polarized and unpolarized lepton this asymmetry is given by
With the approximation hf; (x) N 8 (x) and using the ratio G(x) /f;(x) from Ref.
[ lo] we see that asymmetry Ar(x N 0.2-0.5,~ N 0.1,~ N 0.3; I&j) N -(0.4-2.1)ISrl. Thus, one sees that the AT asymmetry is an order of magnitude larger than A. Remember that both asymmetries arise due to the Collins effect in transversely polarized quark fragmentation but in the second case this quark polarization is coming from the intrinsic transverse momentum.
[6] an estimate for H~"/O~ has been given. In Ref.
[2] a full analysis of lepton-hadron scattering was presented, including transverse momentum dependence in distribution and fragmentation functiqns. The k,-moments of these functions are related to twist-3 functions. For the latter we consider only the 'interactionindependent' part, which involves twist-2 functions. For the latter we finally assume that the helicity and transverse spin distributions are identical. This allows us to crudely estimate azimuthal asymmetries expected in a number of observables. The transverse polarization of a quark in a longitudinally polarized nucleon arises due to intrinsic transverse momentum effects and is proportional to pr hfLq, which vanishes at pr = 0, whereas in the transversely polarized nucleon it can be nonzero at pr = 0. This is the reason that the polarization azimuthal asymmetry for transversely polarized nucleons (AT) is much larger than for longitudinally polarized nucleons (A).
